Model SD9™
SELF DEFENSE PISTOL
9 mm • 4” Barrel • 16+1 Rounds
HI-VIZ® Sights

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL: SD9™
SKU: 11587
Caliber: 9 mm
Capacity: 16+1 Rounds
Action: Striker Fired Action
Barrel Length: 4” (10.2 cm)
Front Sight: HI-VIZ® Fiber Optic
Rear Sight: HI-VIZ® Fiber Optic
Grip: Textured Polymer
Weight: 22.7 oz. (643.0 g)
Overall Length: 7.2” (18.3 cm)
Frame Material: Polymer
Barrel & Slide Material: Stainless Steel
Finish: Armornite®
UPC Code: 022188869002
Other Feature: Textured Finger Locator
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